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Abstract This paper introduces a logical system, called BV , which extends multiplicative
linear logic by a non-commutative self-dual logical operator. This extension is particularly
challenging for the sequent calculus, and so far it is not achieved. It becomes very natural
in a new formalism, called the calculus of structures, which is the main contribution of this
work. Structures are formulae submitted to certain equational laws typical of sequents. The
calculus of structures is obtained by generalising the sequent calculus in such a way that
a new top-down symmetry of derivations is observed, and it employs inference rules that
rewrite inside structures at any depth. These properties, in addition to allow the design of
BV , yield a modular proof of cut elimination.
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Introduction

In the beginning of this enterprise I only wanted to define a deductive system mixing
commutative and non-commutative logical operators. The specific variant I was looking

62 technical pages of eccentric ideas.
Five years of work without publishing
anything – for the dominating
neo-liberalism my measure was zero
and I should have perished but ...
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A System of Interaction and Structure

I present here a new formalism, the calculus of structures, and some of the proof-theoretical
methods associated to it. The calculus of structures is a generalisation of the one-sided
sequent calculus, which is also called the Gentzen-Schütte calculus, (see, for example, [26]).
Many logics with involutive negation and De Morgan laws can be defined in the one-sided
sequent calculus: in that case, translating them in the calculus of structures is a trivial
(and also uninteresting) operation. What makes the calculus of structures interesting is
the possibility of defining logics by employing fundamentally diﬀerent concepts than in the
sequent calculus. We can isolate two ideas:

This paper represents the beginning of our research program in the calculus of structures, and focuses on designing a deductive system with the characteristics mentioned
above for pomset logic. It is still open whether the logic in this paper, called BV , is the
same as pomset logic. We conjecture that it is actually the same logic, but one crucial
step is still missing, at the time of this writing, in the equivalence proof. This paper is
the first in a planned series of three papers dedicated to BV . In the present, first part, I
obtain BV from a certain semantic idea, and I show cut elimination for it. In the second
part, Alwen Tiu will show why BV cannot be defined in any sequent system [25]. In the
third part, some of my colleagues will hopefully show the equivalence of BV and pomset
logic, this way explaining why it was impossible to find a sequent system for pomset logic.
Some of the results in this paper have been already shown by Straßburger and myself in
[9, 10] and used by Bruscoli in [7].
Pomset logic naturally derives from the study of coherence spaces for multiplicative linear logic (see Girard’s [8]), and its self-dual operator has a close correspondence
to sequential operators as defined, for example, in process algebras. The cut elimination
procedure in the proof nets of pomset logic gets sequentialised by the non-commutative
links; this naturally induces a computational model where sequentiality plays a role as
important as parallelism, which is interesting in the light of the Curry-Howard correspondence. Non-commutative logics are also important in linguistics, their use dating back
to the Lambek calculus [12]. Except from its semantic origins, BV can be motivated by
the same reasons as for pomset logic: essentially, non-commutativity brings sequentiality,
and sequentiality is an archetypal algebraic composition both for human and computer
languages. Self-dual non-commutativity captures very precisely the sequentiality notion of
many process algebras, CCS [14] in the first place, as Bruscoli shows in [7]. Then, at a very
concrete level, this paper is about a simple logic that can help understand several linguistic
phenomena. For it, I provide a simple deductive system and prove cut elimination.
On the other hand, at a diﬀerent level, this paper only uses BV as an experiment for
tuning up a workbench where other ambitious proof-theoretical problems could be studied.
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a #-partition of ⇣ iﬀ / = /µ [ /⌫ , " = "µ [ "⌫ and
# = #µ [ #⌫ [ { (a, b) | (a 2 µ ^ b 2 ⌫) _ (a 2 ⌫ ^ b 2 µ) } ;
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2

Top-down symmetry: the sequent calculus derivation tree becomes sort of a superposition of trees, both upward- and downward-oriented, such that a top-down
symmetry is obtained for derivations.

These ideas might seem technically complex, but they are actually quite simple, thanks to
the unifying notion of structure.
I borrowed the terminology from Belnap’s [16], and in general from the tradition
in philosophical and substructural logics [18]: a structure is an expression intermediate
between a (one-sided) sequent and a formula. More precisely, it is a normal logical formula
modulo an equational theory of the kind typically imposed on sequents. From a practical
viewpoint, logical connectives disappear, in particular root connectives, and all logical
rules become structural (as opposed to logical), in the sense that they deal with the relative
position of substructures in a structure. Structures are the only kind of expression allowed,
and inference rules are simply rewriting rules on structures, whence the name ‘calculus of
structures’. Of course, the freedom allowed by this formalism is dangerous. One could
use it in a wild way, and lose every proof-theoretical property. I will be very cautious in
defining rules, and actually the main part of our research is understanding and defining the
methodologies necessary for making an educated and profitable use of the new freedom.
The main point to note is that in the calculus of structures it is possible to do proof
theory: we can define a cut rule, and cut elimination makes sense, just as in the sequent
calculus. Moreover, there is an analogue to the subformula property, which guarantees that
any given rule (except for the cut and perhaps other special rules) has finite applicability.
These features make the calculus of structures closer to sequent calculus than any other
formalism. On the other hand, cut elimination in the calculus of structures is completely
diﬀerent than in the sequent calculus, at least when systems are designed by using the deep
inference feature. In fact, in the sequent calculus the cut elimination procedure depends
crucially on the existence of a root connective, and this is not the case in the calculus
of structures. The complication comes essentially from deep inference; luckily, the topdown symmetry contributes to simplifying the situation considerably. As a consequence
of the symmetry, in fact, we have that the cut rule can always be reduced trivially to its
atomic version, i.e., the eigenformulae are simple atoms. This is the perfect dual of the
typical sequent calculus fact that generic identity rules can be replaced by their atomic
counterparts.

14
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In this paper I introduce one of the two existing techniques for proving cut elimination
in the calculus of structures, and I call it splitting (the other one is called decomposition,
see [9, 10], and it is best used in conjunction with splitting). An important diﬀerence
of the calculus of structures with respect to the sequent calculus is that the cut rule can
be equivalently divided into several rules. Often, only one of these rules is infinitary, the
atomic cut, but all the rules in the decomposition of cut can be shown admissible. An advantage is that one can have a wide range of equivalent systems (one for each combination
of admissible rules), with varying degrees of expressiveness in proof construction. All the
admissible rules are in fact independent, and their admissibility can be shown independently by way of splitting. For big logical systems, like linear logic, one can easily get tens
of thousands of equivalent systems without much eﬀort [24]. This modularity is ultimately
made possible by the top-down symmetry, and modularity is of course important both
conceptually and for the typical computer science applications.
The ideas of structure, deep inference and top-down symmetry, all come from a
certain combinatorial, graph-like representation of logical formulae that I call relational
fields. Relational fields are used in this paper as both a semantics and a very abstract, distributed computational model for BV . They make for a compact representation of formulae
that: 1) independently justifies the equational theory imposed on structures; 2) induces
an extremely natural notion of rewriting, which actually generates BV independently of
coherence spaces or any other formalism. Relational fields play a crucial role in Tiu’s proof
of inadequacy of the sequent calculus for system BV [25], where deep inference is shown to
be an essential feature for representing BV —a feature that the sequent calculus does not
possess. I will argue about relational fields having a broad applicability. In fact, a certain
characterisation theorem for relational fields, which is crucial in our treatment, scales up to
the generic case of a logic made by any number of diﬀerent multiplicative logical relations.
Relational fields justify the structure fragment of BV , i.e., the rules responsible for the
combinatorial behaviour of the logic, independently of negation. The interaction fragment
is made by the rules corresponding to identity and cut in the sequent calculus, i.e., the rules
which observe negation. The latter fragment also enjoys a nice interpretation in relational
fields, but, at least at present, the integration of interaction and structure fragments is best
studied in the calculus of structures, due to the relatively poor development of relational
fields so far. I decided to underscore the importance of interaction and structure in the
paper’s title because I have reasons to believe that they are actually a key to understand
in a new way many proof-theoretical phenomena. I will not give any hard evidence of this
belief in this paper, because we are still in a phase in which we have to collect evidence from
the study of several deductive systems before attempting a more philosophical explanation
of our observations. On the other hand, we studied already a number of systems and
they all fit in the interaction/structure pattern outlined here; I invite the reader to form a
personal opinion on this matter by reading the papers on classical [6] and linear logic [23,
24], as well as the extensions of system BV [10].
In summary, these are the contributions of this paper:
1
A new proof-theoretical formalism, the calculus of structures, which allows to express new logical systems and new proof-theoretical properties, of special interest for
computer science.
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We have to show that a /-, #- or "-partition of ⇣ exists, in the given hypotheses, consisting of
⇣µ = (µ, /µ , #µ , "µ ) and ⇣⌫ = (⌫, /⌫ , #⌫ , "⌫ ). We will construct the µ and ⌫ sets of atom occurrences
incrementally, starting from µ2 = {a} and ⌫2 = {b}, for some a and b in ⇠, and building a family
of couples {(µi , ⌫i )}26i6|⇠| such that at each step one element of ⇠ is added to the union of µi
and ⌫i that was not added before; at each step µi 6= ∅ 6= ⌫i and either µi / ⌫i or µi # ⌫i or
µi " ⌫i . The final step gives the partition, i.e., µ = µ|⇠| and ⌫ = ⌫|⇠| . Here is a non-deterministic
algorithm.

an "-partition of ⇣ iﬀ / = /µ [ /⌫ , # = #µ [ #⌫ and
" = "µ [ "⌫ [ { (a, b) | (a 2 µ ^ b 2 ⌫) _ (a 2 ⌫ ^ b 2 µ) } .

For every field candidate, the relation . = { (a, b) | b / a } may be defined, and we will do
so implicitly.
Of course, fields are (successful!) field candidates.
I am ready to show that s1 –s7 constitute an adequate characterisation of structures.

Iterative Step

We have two disjoint and non-empty sets of occurrences µi and ⌫i such that all the atom occurrences in µi are in the same structural relation 2 {/, #, "} with the atom occurrences in ⌫i ,
i.e., either µi / ⌫i or µi # ⌫i or µi " ⌫i . Pick any c in ⇠ \ (µi [ ⌫i ). If d c for every d in µi
then let µi+1 = µi and ⌫i+1 = ⌫i [ {c}; if c e for every e in ⌫i then let µi+1 = µi [ {c} and
⌫i+1 = ⌫i ; in both cases µi+1 ⌫i+1 . Otherwise we have to rearrange µi and ⌫i in order to meet
our requirements. Let us proceed by cases.
1
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Proof Let ⇣ = (⇠, /, #, "): We will proceed by induction on the cardinality |⇠| of ⇠ to build a
structure S such that fd S = ⇣. If ⇠ = ∅ then S = . If ⇠ = {a} then / = # = " = ∅ (by s1 )
and S = a. Let us consider then the case where at least two atom occurrences are in ⇠. We
will see that the conditions s1 –s7 enforce the existence of a /-, #- or "-partition of ⇣. Suppose
that a /-partition of ⇣ exists, consisting of ⇣µ and ⇣⌫ . The conditions s1 –s7 hold for ⇣µ and
⇣⌫ , therefore, by induction hypothesis, two structures U and V exist such that fd U = ⇣ µ and
fd V = ⇣⌫ . But then we can take S = hU ; V i, and, by definition and by s2 and s3 , we have
fd S = ⇣. We can proceed analogously when ⇣µ and ⇣⌫ form a #-partition (take S = [U, V ])
or an "-partition (take S = (U, V )); s5 has a role here in ensuring the correct formation of a
partition.

Take µ2 = {a} and ⌫2 = {b}, where a and b are distinct atom occurrences that are randomly
chosen in ⇠ and such that one of µ2 / ⌫2 , µ2 # ⌫2 or µ2 " ⌫2 holds (the conditions s2 and s3 apply).

c

e.g., [ha; ci, hb; di]

Deep inference: inference rules in the calculus of structures operate anywhere inside
expressions, they are not confined to the outermost subformulae around the roots of
formula trees.

First Step

Fig. 2 Square property for /

d

1

4

2.2.7 Theorem If the conditions s1 –s7 hold for a field candidate ⇣ then there is a structure
whose field is ⇣.

d
d
d

The triangular property says that there are no structures such that the following
configuration may be found in them:
b
c ;
a

/ = /µ [ /⌫ [ { (a, b) | a 2 µ, b 2 ⌫ }
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Proof The properties s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 and s5 are readily proved using the relevant definitions. Let
us consider the more challenging cases of s6 and s7 .
s6
Suppose that a / b and b # c: the only possible cases are ShP {a}; T [Q{b}, R{c}]i (then
a / c) and S [T hP {a}; Q{b}i, R{c}] (then a # c), for some structure contexts P { }, Q{ },
R{ }, S{ } and T { }. Other combinations of 1 and 2 generate similar possibilities.
s7
Let us proceed by structural induction on S. Every structure with less than four atom
occurrences trivially satisfies s7 , since four distinct occurrences are requested, therefore let
us consider situations where at least four atom occurrences are present. Let U and V be
any two structures such that U 6= 6= V and either S = hU ; V i or S = [U, V ] or S = (U, V );
let us choose a, b, c and d in S. If a, b, c and d are either all in U or all in V then we can
apply the induction hypothesis; let us then consider the cases when they are not all in U or
all in V . Consider s/7 (Figure 2 should help). Since S = [U, V ] and S = (U, V ) falsify the
hypothesis of s/7 , the only situation we have to consider is S = hU ; V i. Suppose that the
conclusion of s/7 is false and suppose that a is in U ; then c must be in U (otherwise a / c
would be true), and then b and then d must be in U , but this contradicts our assumption.
Analogously, if a is in V then c must be in V and then b and then d must be in V . In the
end, if the hypothesis of s/7 is true when a, b, c and d are scattered between U and V , then
its conclusion is true. The same argument, simplified by the holding of symmetry, applies
to s#7 and s"7 .
!

in every triangle at least two sides must represent the same structural relation.
The square property for / may be represented like in Figure 2, where transitivity has
been taken into account and an example structure is shown under each diagram. Enjoying
commutativity, the cases of par and copar are simpler. See, in Figure 3, what happens
with par. We can say, informally, that no square has exactly three sides or diagonals of
the same nature and forming a simple path (disregarding orientation).
2.2.5 Remark The relations # and " are not transitive: consider [ha; ci, b] and (ha; ci, b).
We saw that the conditions s1 –s7 are necessary for a structure. I am going to show
that they are suﬃcient. The proof consists in recursively finding suitable partitions of a
given set of atom occurrences ⇠, where ⇠ is equipped with structural relations. If we are
able to partition ⇠ into two parts µ and ⌫ such that one and only one among µ / ⌫, µ # ⌫
and µ " ⌫ holds, and we can go ahead like this recursively, then we can recover a structure.
I need to establish some straightforward preliminary notions.
2.2.6 Definition A field candidate is a quadruple ⇣ = (⇠, /, #, "), where ⇠ is a set of atom
occurrences and /, #, " ✓ ⇠ 2 . Given the field candidates ⇣µ = (µ, /µ , #µ , "µ ) and ⇣⌫ =
(⌫, /⌫ , #⌫ , "⌫ ), such that µ 6= ? 6= ⌫, µ [ ⌫ = ⇠ and µ \ ⌫ = /µ \ /⌫ = #µ \ #⌫ = "µ \ "⌫ = ?,
the couple (⇣µ , ⇣⌫ ) can be:
1
a /-partition of ⇣ iﬀ # = #µ [ #⌫ , " = "µ [ "⌫ and

3
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for is a conservative extension of multiplicative linear logic plus mix, obtained by adding
a self-dual non-commutative connective. This problem has been studied mainly by Retoré
[19, 20]: he has proof nets for his logic, which is called pomset logic, and cut elimination
therein, but, despite many eﬀorts, nobody has been able so far to provide a sequent system
for that logic. My challenge was to bring pomset logic into the realm of sequent calculus,
for two reasons: 1) It is interesting to see why such a simple logic requires so much eﬀort
to be expressed in the most universal proof-theoretical formalism. 2) If one wants to
extend pomset logic to more expressive logics, then the sequent calculus usually is a better
formalism than proof nets, because it is more versatile, for example with exponentials and
additives. What my colleagues and I found in this research has been surprising: there
are deep reasons for this kind of logic not to be expressible in the sequent calculus, and
there is a simple formalism, which we call the calculus of structures, that is instead able
to express self-dual non-commutativity with great ease. This formalism is more general
than sequent calculus for logics with involutive negation, like classical and linear logic, and
allows a much more refined proof theory than possible in the sequent calculus, without
sacrificing simplicity.

µi / ⌫i and there are a in µi and b in ⌫i such that ¬(a / c) and ¬(c / b): this situation is
represented at the left (where a
c stands for ¬(a / c)):

⌫i.
⌫i#

b

µ#i

a

⌫i.
)

c

⌫i#

b

µ#i

a

c

µ/i

.

µ/i
It must be the case that µ/i / µ#i , because of s4 , s5 , s6 and the square property for # (s#7 ) between µ#i ,
µ/i , ⌫i# and c. Analogously, it must be ⌫i# / ⌫i. . The resulting situation, simplified by transitivity,
is shown at the right. If µ/i 6= ∅ then take µi+1 = µ/i and ⌫i+1 = µ#i [ ⌫i# [ ⌫i. [ {c}: in this case
µi+1 / ⌫i+1 . Otherwise, if ⌫i. 6= ∅ then take µi+1 = µ#i [⌫i# [{c} and ⌫i+1 = ⌫i. : again µi+1 / ⌫i+1 .
If both µ/i and ⌫i. are empty, take µi+1 = µ#i [ ⌫i# and ⌫i+1 = {c}: in this case µi+1 # ⌫i+1 .
2
µi # ⌫i and there are a in µi and b in ⌫i such that ¬(a # c) and ¬(b # c): By an analogous
argument to that in Case 1, we have that this situation, represented at the left in the
c stands for ¬(a # c)), entails the possibilities at the
following diagram (where a
right, and those only:
c

c

µi

⌫i
a

b

)

µi

⌫i
a

b

a
_

c

b

µi

⌫i

µi

_

⌫i
a

c

.

b

Let us consider the first case, where a / c and b / c. By use of the triangular property,
we can partition µi into µ#i and µ/i and ⌫i into ⌫i# and ⌫i/ in such a way that we have the
situation represented at the left:
c

µ/i
a
µ#i

⌫i/

c

µ/i

b

a
⌫i#

)

⌫i/
b
.

µ#i

⌫i#

2
3

Section 2 introduces structures together with relational fields and an informal representation for structures that should help understanding them intuitively. Section 3 introduces the calculus of structures and derives system BV together with its cut rule starting
from relational fields. System BV and cut elimination are discussed in Section 4. Finally,
in Section 5, I will show how BV is a conservative extension of linear logic plus mix.

2

2.1

b

⌫i
c

µi

a

b

)

⌫i
c

µi

a

b

_

c
µi

.

a

Since a / b, by transitivity of / (s4 ), by symmetry of # and " (s5 ) and by the triangular
property (s6 ), only two cases are possible: either a # c and c # b, or a " c and c " b (the
former case is represented in the central diagram, the latter at the right). Let us only
consider the first case, the other one being similar. Again by s4 , s5 and s6 , either d # c or
d / c, for each element d in µi , and either c # e or c / e, for each element e in ⌫i . We can
then partition µi into the two disjoint sets µ#i and µ/i and ⌫i into the two disjoint sets ⌫i#
and ⌫i. in such a way that µ#i # {c}, µ/i / {c} and {c} # ⌫i# , {c} / ⌫i. ; of course, a 2 µ#i and
b 2 ⌫i# . This situation is represented at the left:

The square property enforces the situation at the right, where we can now define an appropriate partition. If µ#i 6= ∅ then take µi+1 = µ#i and ⌫i+1 = µ/i [ {c} [ ⌫i/ [ ⌫i# : in this case
µi+1 # ⌫i+1 . Otherwise, if ⌫i# 6= ∅ then take µi+1 = µ/i [ {c} [ ⌫i/ and ⌫i+1 = ⌫i# : again
µi+1 # ⌫i+1 . If both µ#i and ⌫i# are empty, take µi+1 = µ/i [ ⌫i/ and ⌫i+1 = {c}: in this case
µi+1 / ⌫i+1 . The other cases above, where a . c and b . c and where a " c and b " c, are
managed in an analogous way.
3
µi " ⌫i and there are a in µi and b in ⌫i such that ¬(a " c) and ¬(b " c): this case is similar
to Case 2.
The final step of the algorithm occurs when no atom occurrences are left in ⇠ that are not already
in the partition.
!

The core of the proof above relies on the combined action of the triangular and square
properties. The property s6 reduces the problem to a case in which only two structural
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order to include a new, non-commutative logical relation called seq, for which the top-down
symmetry will not be trivial any more.
Formally to deal with these graphs, I will now introduce a bit of syntax, alternative to the one of linear logic. In this language the formula to be proved above can be
written [a, b, (b̄, [(ā, c), c̄])] and expressions like this are called structures. Instead of using binary connectives, I consider relations induced by a context: [R1 , . . . , Rh ] is a par
structure, where the structures inside it are to be considered connected by pars. Since par
is commutative and associative (and the commutativity and associativity equivalences are
decidable), I will not distinguish structures based on ordering or on the nesting of a par
structure into another par. The same is true for copar: a copar structure (R 1 , . . . , Rh ) has
the same properties as a par one.
2.1.1 Definition There are infinitely many positive atoms and infinitely many negative
atoms. Atoms, no matter whether positive or negative, are denoted with a, b, c, . . . .
Structures, denoted with S, P , Q, R, T , U , V and X, are generated by

id

id

O

ā

✏

` A,

` B,

` A ✏ B, ,

.

Instances of ✏ can be seen as elementary steps in a computation that corresponds to the
bottom-up building of a proof. This perspective is called the proof search as computation,
or proof construction, paradigm. From this point of view the rule ✏ above has a serious
flaw: When the rule is applied we have to decide how to split the context of the main
formula, and if n formulae are in the multiset , , there are 2n ways to assign them to
and . This is an exponential source of probably unwanted non-determinism.
Of course, we could adopt an approach external to sequent calculus, an implementation that controls the use of the rule a posteriori : no commitment is made at the time
the rule is applied, and resources in the context are used based on necessity along the
search for the proof, ideally updating the actual instance of the rule ✏ until a valid proof
is formed. This ‘lazy’ approach is similar to the use of most general unifiers when having
to decide how to instantiate quantified variables. It is of course a very reasonable solution,
already adopted by Hodas and Miller in the case of intuitionistic linear logic [11].
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✏

O

` b, b̄

id

` a, ā

✏

O

` c, c̄

` a, ā ✏ c, c̄

` a, (ā ✏ c) O c̄

` a, b, b̄ ✏ ((ā ✏ c) O c̄)

` a, b O (b̄ ✏ ((ā ✏ c) O c̄))

S ::=

.

` a O (b O (b̄ ✏ ((ā ✏ c) O c̄)))

b

·

c
·

and

a

b

b̄

·
·

c̄
·

b̄
a

ā

·

·

·

·

·

·
c

c̄

.

·

The tree-like structure at the left is a representation of the conclusion of the proof above.
Times-connected formulae are linked to the roots by simple arcs; these formulae are in a
relation that I call copar (instead of times). Par-connected formulae are connected to the
roots by arcs that are in a special relation, represented by the bow. The only purpose of
the bows is to distinguish pars from copars; I could have equivalently put bows on copar
arcs. The graph at the left is more or less a proof net without the axiom links, but we
can also consider it as a partial representation of the proof above, which only deals with
the O rule instances. This example is particularly exemplary and we invite the reader to
get back to it while reading this paper. The deductive mechanism we are going to see will
take care of the ‘missing’ ✏ rule instances above.
The graph at the right is obtained from the left one by taking the horizontal mirror
image of the lower part above the row of atoms and by directing arcs. Nodes that are not
atoms have the only meaning of keeping things together. Being redundant, this kind of
structure is probably silly to use with linear logic; and anyway, my main interest here is
not in the partitioning of the times context. I will slightly generalise these structures in
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relations are involved, then s7 is used to decide the remaining undecided side of a square.
This procedure can then be generalised to the case in which more than three diﬀerent
kinds of context are allowed in structures. In fact, going back to the proof of Theorem
2.2.4, it is easy to see that s6 and s7 do not depend on the number and quality of diﬀerent
structural relations; rather they make use of the uniqueness property s2 , which is in turn
guaranteed by the inherently unambiguous constitution of structures.
The algorithm given in the proof above is non-deterministic, therefore it cannot reasonably be used to answer the following, inevitable question: is a structure corresponding
to a field unique? It turns out that it is, modulo equivalence of course, as the following
theorem shows.
2.2.8 Lemma Given a structure T , if (⇣µ , ⇣⌫ ) is a /-partition of fd T (respectively, a
#-partition, an "-partition) then there are two structures U and V such that fd U = ⇣ µ ,
fd V = ⇣⌫ and T = hU ; V i (respectively, T = [U , V ], T = (U , V )).

of some repetition, I believe it is useful to provide an informal account of what we will
see later. Many of the intuitions valid in general for the calculus of structures can be seen
here at work in the special case of the definition of system SBV .
We have by now a convenient syntax and an intuitive, albeit vague, ‘space-time’
interpretation. Getting back to our previous example, let us consider the problem of
designing a system, equivalent to, or conservatively extending, multiplicative linear logic.
We would also appreciate if this system deals with structures without having the problem of
the non-deterministic partitioning of the context seen above for ✏. In the partitioning into
two branches, double-premise inference rules are doomed to lose some of the possibilities
left open in the conclusion, which we want to retain. Let us see then if we can do this
job with single-premise rules. Dealing with copar under this constraint requires a big
departure from Gentzen’s sequents style: In the sequent calculus a formula is decomposed
in its main connective, and its context is split. In the calculus of structures a formula is
moved into another formula in a way determined by their local structure, and their context
stays fixed. The underlying claim, for which this paper provides some evidence, is that
Gentzen’s sequent systems, and the tree structure of derivations in them, are perfectly fit
for traditional logics, like LK for classical logic, but not necessarily for new, exotic ones,
like the multiplicative core of linear logic.
I will better address this issue in the concluding remarks. For now let us just notice
that the calculus of structures is rather radical regarding logical rules, i.e., rules applying
to connectives: they completely disappear in favour of structural rules. Structures are
expressive enough to internalise the tree organisation of a sequent derivation. Inference
rules become more capable of controlling what happens in premises, with respect to what
rules can do in the sequent calculus, and having more control in inference rules yields a
more eﬃcient management of resources.
3.1 Definition An inference rule is a scheme of the kind

Proof Let fd T = (occ T, /, #, "); the field candidates ⇣µ = (µ, /µ , #µ , "µ ) and ⇣⌫ = (⌫, /⌫ , #⌫ , "⌫ )
form a /-partition of fd T . Since µ 6= ∅ 6= ⌫, the structure T falls in one of the three cases:
1
T = hT1 ; . . . ; Th i, where h > 1 and, for 1 ! i ! h, it holds Ti 6= and Ti is not a proper
seq: It must be the case that occ Ti ✓ µ or occ Ti ✓ ⌫, for every i. In fact, suppose the
contrary, and suppose that Ti = [Ti0 , Ti00 ] for some Ti0 and Ti00 such that Ti0 6= 6= Ti00 (the
same argument holds when Ti = (Ti0 , Ti00 ), in the same conditions). It is then possible to
find a in Ti0 and b in Ti00 , or a in Ti00 and b in Ti0 , such that a is in µ and b is in ⌫. But then
a # b, and this violates the hypothesis. Then, for every i, the atom occurrences in T i come
either from µ or from ⌫, but not from both. It must also be the case that there are k and
k + 1 in 1, . . . , h such that T1 , . . . , Tk have all their atom occurrences in µ and Tk+1 , . . . ,
Th have all their atom occurrences in ⌫, otherwise there would be cases of b / a for some a
in µ and b in ⌫. Then take U = hT1 ; . . . ; Tk i and V = hTk+1 ; . . . ; Th i.
2
T = [T 0 , T 00 ], where T 0 6= 6= T 00 : There must be a in T 0 and b in T 00 , or a in T 00 and b
in T 0 , such that a is in µ and b is in ⌫. But then a # b, and this violates the hypothesis.
Therefore, this case is actually impossible.
3
T = (T 0 , T 00 ), where T 0 6= 6= T 00 : The argument is the same as for Case 2.
Therefore, the lemma is proved for any /-partition of fd T . A similar argument holds for #- and
"-partitions, made simpler by the fact that we should not worry about seq orders, as we had to
do in Case 1 above.
!

Two structures are equivalent if and only if they have the same field.

Proof The ‘only if’ part is trivial, then let us concentrate on the ‘if’ one. Let S and T be two
structures in normal form; we have to prove that if fd S = fd T then S = T . Let us proceed by
structural induction on S. In the base cases when S = or S = a we trivially get S = T . Suppose
now that there are P and Q such that S = hP ; Qi and P 6= 6= Q. The couple (fd P, fd Q) is
then a /-partition of fd S, and therefore of fd T . By Lemma 2.2.8 there are U and V such that
T = hU ; V i and fd U = fd P and fd V = fd Q, and then the induction hypothesis applies. Similar
arguments hold when S = [P, Q] and S = (P, Q), where P 6= 6= Q.
!

3

Synthesis of a Formal System

In this section we will synthesise the formal system SBV , which is, as we will see, sort of
a symmetric closure of system BV . Before plunging into the technicalities, and at the cost

⇢

T
R

| a | h S; . . . ; S i | [ S, . . . , S ] | ( S, . . . , S ) | S̄
| {z }
| {z }
| {z }
>0

In this case the appropriate partitions of contexts have been found, and we got a proof.
Consider now the following two graphs:

Structures

Since structures also capture some aspects of proofs, it should be appropriate to start
introducing them by an example from proof construction in multiplicative linear logic,
whose management by structures is also of independent interest. In a one-sided sequent
presentation, the multiplicative conjunction ✏ (times) of linear logic is defined by:
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There still remains the curiosity of whether this problem could be solved inside a
calculus. We should create clusters of formulae, corresponding to contexts to be split,
whence each formula could be picked up on demand. In the traditional sequent calculus
this solution is not achievable in a simple way. What really counts, while building a proof
in the bottom-up way in the sequent calculus, is the frontier of hypotheses, whose natural
structure is simply a multiset. Instead, we need to keep a tree, whose structure takes
care of the nesting of clusters. Consider for example the following proof in multiplicative
linear logic, where ā is the negation of the atom a, the connective O is called par and the
connective ✏ is called times:

Structures and Relational Fields

The notion of structure is not complicated, but it is useful to have an intuitive idea of how it
relates to traditional proof-theoretical notions. Very roughly, a structure is both a formula
and a sequent, but, as we will see soon, it also captures aspects of proof nets. The best way
to understand structures, at least for what matters to this paper, is through their graph
representation. The first subsection is dedicated to structures and their representation,
the second one to relational fields.

2.2.9 Theorem

⌫i

5

A deductive system, called BV , for a logic which extends multiplicative linear logic
with a logical operator whose interpretation is a broad notion of sequentiality.
A combinatorial representation of formulae, called relational field, which allows an
independent, semantic justification for BV .

,

where ⇢ is the name of the rule, T is its premise and R is its conclusion; rule names are
denoted with ⇢ and ⇡. In an inference rule, either the premise or the conclusion can be
missing, but not both. When premise and conclusion in an instance of an inference rule are
equivalent, that instance is said trivial, otherwise it is said non-trivial. A (formal) system
is a set of inference rules; formal systems are denoted with S . A derivation in a certain
formal system is a finite chain of instances of inference rules in the system, and it can
consist of just one structure; derivations are denoted with . The topmost structure in a
derivation, if present, is called the premise of the derivation; if present, the bottommost
structure is called its conclusion. A derivation
whose premise is T , conclusion is R,
T
and whose inference rules are in S is indicated by
S (the name
can be omitted).
R
The length of a derivation is the number of instances of inference rules appearing in it.
T
Two systems S and S 0 are strongly equivalent if for every derivation S there exists a
R

>0

,

>0

where , the unit, is not an atom. hS1 ; . . . ; Sh i is called a seq structure, [S1 , . . . , Sh ] is
called a par structure and (S1 , . . . , Sh ) is called a copar structure; S̄ is the negation of the
structure S. Structures with a hole that does not appear in the scope of a negation are
denoted as in S{ }, and are called structure contexts. The structure R is a substructure of
S{R}, and S{ } is its context.
2.1.2 Notation When structural parentheses of any kind surround the content of a hole,
hole braces will be omitted. For example, S [a, b] stand for S{[a, b]}.
2.1.3 Notation A letter implicitly establishes the class to which an object belongs: for
example, when we write S, we denote a structure, without necessarily saying explicitly
that S is a structure.
The structures ShR1 ; . . . ; Rh i, S [R1 , . . . , Rh ] and S(R1 , . . . , Rh ) are respectively represented as
Rh
S

..
.

·
S R1 · · · Rh

,

and

·
S R1 · · · Rh

·

R1

.

·

Arrows between non-seq structures in a seq structure context will be omitted.
Associativity holds for seq structures, but commutativity does not. Contrarily to
their commutative counterparts, which live in what we can consider the horizontal line of
space, the seq structures can make use of time. For example, consider the three structures
in Figure 8; they correspond, from left to right, to the expressions
[h[P, U ]; (Q, R)i, V ]

,
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[hP ; (Q, R)i, U, V ]

and

[hP ; ([Q, U ], R)i, V ]

.
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An intuitive understanding is the following: Nodes represent points in space-time, and the
order induced by arcs can be mapped consistently into a total order, which we can consider
time. The structures in a par can interact at all times through the span of the par arc
that connects them to the rest of the structure. The structures in a copar, instead, cannot
interact. I could have also considered the ‘cointerpretation’ in which the structures in a
par cannot interact and the structures in a copar can. No matter the interpretation, the
structures in a seq should not be allowed to interact, because they stay in diﬀerent time
spans. Figure 8 shows two possible rewritings of the central structure, which respect our
space-temporal intuition. I will get back to that figure later on.

I will equip structures with an equivalence relation that will take care of associativity, commutativity and negation. This places the burden of realising these properties
on our pattern-matching abilities instead of on structural rules of the system. The same
happens in sequent systems where the exchange rule becomes commutativity in sequents,
or the contraction rule becomes idempotency, etc. All the three kinds of structures enjoy
associativity, but only par and copar are commutative. Basic, decidable equivalences in
the syntax are managed by equivalence laws.
2.1.4 Definition Structures are considered equivalent modulo the relation =, which is the
~ T~ and U
~ stand
minimal equivalence relation defined by the axioms in Figure 1. There, R,
for finite, non-empty sequences of structures. A structure, or a structure context, is said
to be in normal form when the only negated structures appearing in it are atoms, no unit
appears in it and no parentheses can be equivalently eliminated. If structures R and T
are such that R 6= 6= T , then the structure hR; T i is a proper seq, the structure [R, T ]
is a proper par and the structure (R, T ) is a proper copar. A structure context S{ } is a
proper seq (a proper par, a proper copar) if, for all X 6= , the structure S{X} is a proper
seq (a proper par, a proper copar). The structures whose normal forms do not contain seq
structures are called flat.
The set of equations in Figure 1 is not minimal, of course, but there is no real reason
to minimise it. The structures [a, , b], (([ , b]), hāi) and (ā, ¯, b̄) are all equivalent by =,
but they are not in normal form; (ā, b̄) is equivalent to them and normal, as well as (b̄, ā);
all the previous structures where then flat. Since structures are considered equivalent
under =, the structure [ , ha; bi] is a proper seq, but not a proper par or a proper copar;
ha; [ , b]i is a proper seq, and ha; [{ }, b]i is a proper seq context, while [{ }, b] is a proper
par context.
2.1.5 Remark All structures can equivalently be considered in normal form, since negations can always be pushed inward to atoms by using the negation axioms, and units can
be removed, as well as extra parentheses (by associativity and singleton laws). Every
structure can only be equivalent either to the unit, or to an atom, or, mutually exclusively,
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R and T
communicate

R and T
do not communicate

hR; T i

[R, T ]

(R, T )

R and T
do not communicate

R and T
do not communicate

R and T
communicate

T

S , and vice versa.
R
There are, traditionally, two complementary, dynamic views of derivations:
1
The top-down view: premises join (in trees) to form new conclusions, and the derivation grows toward its conclusion; this can be called the deductive viewpoint.
2
The bottom-up view: the conclusion is the starting point and inference rules are used
to reach the desired premises; this can be called the proof-construction viewpoint.
For the moment, we should try not to assign any traditional, special meaning to the action
of making a derivation grow upward or downward. We could very well imagine trying to
prove theorems going downward. Symmetry will be broken at last by the introduction of
a logical axiom and, with it, of the concept of proof, which in this paper stays firmly in
the tradition.
After choosing single-premise rules, we are in a situation of extensive symmetry:
derivations are chains of inferences (top-down symmetry), par and copar are the same kind
of structure with two diﬀerent names, and we have a symmetric intuitive interpretation for
communication, meant as the possibility of interaction. This state of aﬀairs is represented
in Figure 4, where arrows stand for the direction of growth of a derivation. Interaction
itself will of course involve negation (in linear logic it is realised in the identity logical
axiom, for example). For the time being we deal with the structural relations seq, par and
copar, which are not sensitive to negation.
I will ‘distil’ logical rules out of conservation laws. Consider the following template
of a rule, which I call merge:
S{Q}
g#
;
S [R, T ]
0

here we want to determine the laws to which Q must obey. The rule says that if the
structures R and T communicate in the context S{ }, then they can be replaced with the
structure Q. How can we choose Q? Why not say that Q is any structure made with all
and only the atoms in R and T , and such that Q respects all the structural relations that
atoms have in R and T , and otherwise is free? Here two things are conserved:
1
the atoms, their number and polarity, and
2
their space-temporal relations in the two communicating structures.

Associativity
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It turns out that this almost works, but if we want cut elimination we have to add a third
law of conservation, which is a sort of modularity. The law says that
3

if a " b in R and c " d in T , it cannot be in Q that a " d, b " c, ¬(a " c) and ¬(b " d).

Later on I will get back to this condition, which is probably obscure now. For the sake of
symmetry, I also add its ‘cocondition’, in which " is replaced with #.

The preceding laws find a natural definition by relational fields. We can consider
a set, denoted by R ⌃ T and called merge set, where we collect all the structures Q that
respect the conditions above. We know how to obtain these structures thanks to the
characterisation by relational fields that we studied in the previous section. The rule g# is
of course of limited practical use, because it requires picking up structures out of a large
and diﬃcult-to-compute set. Luckily, we can also characterise the merge set recursively,
and then through a straightforward process of unfolding, we can obtain two simple rules
that equivalently replace g#, the switch (s) and seq (q#) rules.
There is another situation where communication occurs: between two structures R
and T in a copar, while going downward in a derivation. I look then for explicit instances
of this other rule, called comerge:
g"

S(R, T )
S{Q}

,

where Q is again any structure in R ⌃ T . After arguments symmetric to the ones used for
the merge rule, I obtain two rules. One of them is again the switch rule, the other is new
and is called coseq (q"). Together the rules form system SBV c = {q#, q", s}. In SBV c, rule
q# is the corule of q" and s is its own corule. In a corule the premise and the conclusion
are negated and exchanged with respect to the corresponding rule. Still perfect top-down
symmetry, as expected.
At this point we just have to add interaction rules, to form system SBV . They are
the corresponding of identity axioms and cut rules. There is no surprise in dealing with
identity, but cut in the calculus of structures shows an interesting property. It is in fact
possible, by using the switch and coseq rules, to replace its generic version by a version that
only deals with atoms. This is a consequence of our insistence on maintaining a top-down
symmetry. This fact entails two important properties:
1

it helps considerably in simplifying the cut elimination argument;

2

it separates the normal cut rule into two rules, one dealing with negation (so, interaction), and the other with order (or structure).

These properties are exhibited in all systems in the calculus of structures, and actually
system SBV is the simplest example studied so far. The subsection on interaction insists on
derivability results, which are responsible for the separation of the cut rule into ‘subrules’.
The merge rules will be derived from relational fields in the first subsection. In
the second and third subsections we will derive the structure fragment. In the fourth
subsection, we will study the interaction fragment and some of its properties together with
the structure one.
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Commutativity

~ hT~ i; U
~ i = hR;
~ T~ ; U
~i
hR;
~ [ T~ ] ] = [ R,
~ T~ ]
[ R,
~ (T~ )) = (R,
~ T~ )
(R,

~ T~ ] = [ T~ , R]
~
[ R,
~ T~ ) = (T~ , R)
~
(R,
Negation

Singleton

¯=
hR; T i = hR̄; T̄ i

hRi = [R] = (R) = R

[R, T ] = (R̄, T̄ )
(R, T ) = [ R̄, T̄ ]
¯=R
R̄

Unit

Let us now turn our attention to negation. Negation obeys the usual De Morgan laws
for par and copar: it switches them. It is natural to state that hS1 ; . . . ; Sh i = hS̄1 ; . . . ; S̄h i:
time is not reversed through negation. The behaviour of negation with respect to seq is in
accord with the similar case in [20], where a commutative/non-commutative linear logic is
derived from coherence semantics. By applying these laws, negation can always be pushed
inward to atoms.
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R and T
do not communicate

Fig. 4 Communication along the direction of growth of a derivation

derivation

8

~ = hR;
~ i = hRi
~
h ; Ri
~ = [ R]
~
[ , R]
~ = (R)
~
( , R)

Contextual Closure
if R = T then S{R} = S{T }

Fig. 1

Syntactic equivalence =

to a proper seq, or a proper par, or a proper copar.
Please note that negation obeys De Morgan-like equivalences for par and copar; seq
is self-dual: ordering is maintained through negation. The reader should not be alarmed
by the equation ¯ = . The use of the unit is diﬀerent than the traditional use of logical
constants, like t and f. In our case is just a convenient, syntactic mark that allows us to
get a compact form for inference rules; I do not plan to interpret it semantically. There
are anyway consistent formal systems where the units collapse into a unique one for all
logical operators: for example, multiplicative linear logic with mix and nullary mix, a logic
of which BV is a conservative extension (See Remark 5.9).
2.1.6 Definition Given a structure S, we talk about atom occurrences when considering
all the atoms appearing in S as distinct (for example, by indexing them so that two atoms
which are equal get diﬀerent indices); therefore, in ha; ai there are two atom occurrences,
those of the atom a; in the structure ā, there is only one atom occurrence, ā. The notation
occ S indicates the set of all the atom occurrences appearing in S. The size of S is the
cardinality of the set occ S.
The set occ S could be defined as the multiset of the atoms of S, or of S in normal
form. Note that occ = ?; also note that occ hS; S 0 i = occ S [ occ S 0 (say) is true only if
occ S and occ S 0 are disjoint, and we can always assume this without loss of generality.
2.2

Relational Fields

The informal graphic representation of structures seen above partly justifies the choice of
equations we imposed on structures. It is a weak justification, which only relies on the
representation being intuitively appealing. In this subsection I will oﬀer a strong justification. We will see another representation of structures, this time formal: relational fields.
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Merge Rules and Relational Fields

The structures in a par context are allowed to interact along a derivation above the par, and
cannot do so below the par. Dually, the structures in a copar context can interact going
downward and cannot going upward. The structures in a seq context cannot interact
neither going up nor going down in a derivation. The structures (R, T ) and [R, T ] are
then at the extremes of the possibilities of interaction between R and T . We can gather
intermediate situations in the merge set of R and T .
In this subsection I will give two definitions of merge set. The first one is more
‘semantic’ in nature than the second one. I will prove that they are in fact equivalent,
and the second definition will pave the way to the extraction of simple inference rules that
compute the merge set, which is the subject of the next subsection. This subsection can
be skipped by readers ignoring relational fields.
Let us firstly consider the following notion of immersion of a structure in another.
3.1.1 Definition Given two structures R and Q such that fd R = (occ R, /R , #R , "R ) and
fd Q = (occ Q, /Q , #Q , "Q ), we say that R is immersed in Q if:
1
the atoms of R are atoms of Q: occ R ✓ occ Q;
2
the structural relations are respected: /R ✓ /Q , #R ✓ #Q , "R ✓ "Q .

For example, all the structures immersed in S = [ha; bi, c] are: , a, b, c, ha; bi, [a, c],
[b, c] and [ha; bi, c]. The substructures of S are only , a, b, c, ha; bi and [ha; bi, c].
3.1.2 Remark Given the structure Q, we can find all the structures immersed in it simply
by choosing their atoms in Q in all the possible ways. Suppose the set ⇠ ✓ occ Q is chosen,
and be fd Q = (occ Q, /, #, "). Consider the field candidate ⇣ = (⇠, /\⇠ 2 , #\⇠ 2 , "\⇠ 2 ): since
fd Q obeys s1 –s7 , so does ⇣. By Theorem 2.2.7, a structure R exists such that fd R = ⇣; the
structure R is immersed in Q, by definition, and is unique modulo equivalence by Theorem
2.2.9.
How can we compose two structures? The following definition is in part very natural,
and in part motivated by our need of getting a cut elimination theorem in the end.
3.1.3 Definition Given two structures R and T such that occ R \ occ T = ?, the merge
set R ⌃ T is the set of all the structures Q such that R and T are immersed in Q and:
m1 R and T cover Q: occ R [ occ T = occ Q;
m2 for all the distinct atom occurrences a, b 2 occ R, and c, d 2 occ T they hold in Q:
m#2
m"2

(a # b) ^ (c # d) ^ (a # d) ^ (b # c) ) (a # c) _ (b # d) ,

(a " b) ^ (c " d) ^ (a " d) ^ (b " c) ) (a " c) _ (b " d) .

When no confusion arises, we denote with R⌃T both the merge set and any of its elements.
The merge set R ⌃ T is obtained from R and T in a free way, provided that atoms,
and the relations between them, are conserved. There are also further constraints imposed
by the condition m2 . I do not have at this time an intuitive, a priori understanding of
this condition, but I can oﬀer a very important technical one, a posteriori : removing the
condition m2 leads to the impossibility of eliminating cuts.
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It is maybe helpful visualising all the possibilities of interaction in the case, say,
when R = [a, b] and T = [c, d]. After ignoring symmetric cases due to permutations, four
possibilities are allowed:
d

c

a

b

e.g., [a, b, c, d]

,

d

c

a

b

,

e.g., [a, hb; ci, d]

d

c

a

b

and

e.g., [h[a, b]; ci, d]

d

c

a

b

c

a

b

The only case ruled out by the condition m2 (specifically by m#2 ) is this:
c

a

b

c

d

a

b

or, equivalently,

.

Therefore, for example, [ha; ci, hb; di] 2
/ R ⌃ T.

Both m1 and m2 are conservation laws. The axiom m1 enforces the strict application
of the immersion relation: atoms are conserved together with the structural relations they
had in the two structures that are merged.

To understand the axiom m2 , consider for example m"2 as it applies to R = (a, b)
and T = (c, d): it forbids the inclusion of ([a, c], [b, d]) into R ⌃ T . This means that, from
the point of view of communication, R and T must be considered modules whose integrity
can not be violated; either R enters into T or vice versa, but it cannot happen that a
single module results from the communication of the two modules. This situation can be
considered a conservation of modularity.
3.1.4 Remark We could naturally extend the merge operator to sets of structures: Given
the sets of structures and , define ⌃ as the set { Q | 9R2 .9T 2 .(Q 2 R ⌃ T ) }.
Which are the properties of the law of composition ⌃? It turns out immediately that the
set { } is a unit and ⌃ is commutative. Associativity does not hold: consider for instance
{a} ⌃ ({b} ⌃ {(c, d)}) 3 ([a, c], [b, d]) 2
/ ({a} ⌃ {b}) ⌃ {(c, d)}.
Of course, Definition 3.1.3 is too implicit to be very helpful in a syntactic setting. I
move one step more toward syntax with the following definition, which builds the merge
set recursively.

A structure S such that fd S = (occ S, /, #, ") is flat iﬀ / = ?.

2.2.3 Proposition Given a structure S{R} and two atom occurrences a in S{ } and b
in R, if a / b (respectively, a . b, a # b, a " b) then a / c (respectively, a . c, a # c, a " c)
for all the atom occurrences c in R.
The given syntax of structures, and the use of the equivalence =, help to focus the
system more on meaning than on representation. A structure should picture, with the
minimum amount of ink and ambiguity, a certain situation, where what really matters are
atoms and their mutual structural relations: the field of a structure collects exactly this
information. However, taking a bunch of atoms and assigning structural relations to them
does not guarantee to produce a valid structure. Two questions are then in order: 1) when
does an assignment of relations to atoms actually give a structure, and 2) whether the
structures having a given field are equivalent by =, or not.
This subsection answers both questions above. At this point the reader in a hurry
knows enough to jump immediately to the next section, after reading the statement of
Theorem 2.2.9. What follows is a characterisation of structures in terms of seven properties
of structural relations. The most intriguing (and less expected) of them is what I call the
‘square property’. It has been found with much help from a paper by Möhring, [15], where
a simpler case about series-parallel orders is studied. The next theorem shows that certain
properties are necessary for structures.
2.2.4 Theorem Given S and its associated structural relations /, ., # and ", the following
properties hold, where a, b, c and d are distinct atom occurrences in S:
s1
s2
s3
s4
s5

None of /, ., # and " is reflexive: ¬(a / a), ¬(a . a), ¬(a # a), ¬(a " a).

One and only one among a / b, a . b, a # b and a " b holds.
The relations / and . are mutually inverse: a / b , b . a.

The relations / and . are transitive: (a / b) ^ (b / c) ) a / c and (a . b) ^ (b . c) )
a . c.
The relations # and " are symmetric: a # b , b # a and a " b , b " a.

s6

Triangular property: for

s7

Square property:

(a

s/7
s#7
s"7
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1

b) ^ (b

2

2,

3

2 {/ [ ., #, "}, it holds

c) ^ (c

3

a) ) (

1,

1

=

2)

_(

2

=

3)

_(

3

=

1)

.

(a / b) ^ (a / d) ^ (c / d) ) (a / c) _ (b / c) _ (b / d)
_ (c / a) _ (c / b) _ (d / b) ,
(a # b) ^ (a # d) ^ (c # d) ) (a # c) _ (b # c) _ (b # d) ,

(a " b) ^ (a " d) ^ (c " d) ) (a " c) _ (b " c) _ (b " d) .

Alessio Guglielmi

3.1.5 Definition Given two structures R and T , the merge set R ⌃T is recursively defined
as the minimal set of structures such that:
1
hR; T i, hT ; Ri, [R, T ], (R, T ) 2 R ⌃ T ;
2
for every R0 , R00 , T 0 , T 00 such that R = hR0 ; R00 i and T = hT 0 ; T 00 i, where R0 6= 6= R00
or T 0 6= 6= T 00 , it holds
{ hQ0 ; Q00 i | Q0 2 R0 ⌃ T 0 , Q00 2 R00 ⌃ T 00 } ✓ R ⌃ T
3

for every R0 , R00 and T 0 , T 00 such that R0 6=
1
2
3
4

.

d

2.2.2 Remark

It is easy to see from the definitions that all the atoms in a substructure are in the
same structural relation with respect to each of the atoms surrounding them:

,

e.g., h[a, b]; [c, d]i

where b
c means ¬(b # c); below the diagrams, examples of structures in R ⌃ T are
shown. The following case is ruled out by the square property s#7 (see Theorem 2.2.4; there
is no structure having this representation):
d

11

A System of Interaction and Structure

Contrary to the ‘space-time’ representation, relational fields do not have an immediate correspondence to the inference rules we are going to see later, but they have other important
features:
1
There is a unique relational field for every equivalence class of structures under =.
2
The formal system BV will be derived from relational fields by asking for a certain
conservation property to hold while manipulating relational fields.
Relational fields are then used as sort of a semantics, which gives independent and faithful
account of inference rules. I will develop them only in relation to the structure fragment of
BV . This is enough to establish Tiu’s results on the inadequacy of the sequent calculus for
BV in [25], where relational fields are used to show that certain structures are not provable.
The readers who wish only to understand the behaviour of system BV , possibly also
in relation to the sequent calculus of linear logic, need not read this subsection. It is safe
to ignore everything about relational fields and still read the rest of the paper, at the
exception of Subsection 3.1.
Consider [R1 , . . . , Rh ]: for distinct Ri and Rj and for all the atoms a appearing in
Ri and b appearing in Rj , the relation a # b holds (then # is symmetric). Analogously, two
distinct structures R and T in a copar induce on their atoms a relation a " b, where a is in
R and b is in T . For example, in [a, b, (b̄, [(ā, c), c̄])] these relations are determined: a # b,
a # b̄, a # ā, a # c, a # c̄, b # b̄, b # ā, b # c, b # c̄, b̄ " ā, b̄ " c, b̄ " c̄, ā " c, ā # c̄, c # c̄ (the
symmetric relations have been omitted, for example ā " b̄). Let us add that hS1 ; . . . ; Sh i
induces the relation a / b for all the atoms a in Si and b in Sj such that 1 6 i < j 6 h
(then / is not symmetric).
2.2.1 Definition Given a structure S in normal form, the four structural relations / S
(seq), .S (coseq), #S (par ) and "S (copar ) are the minimal sets such that /S , .S , #S , "S ⇢
(occ S)2 and, for every S 0 { }, U and V and for every a in U and b in V , they hold:
1
if S = S 0 hU ; V i then a /S b and b .S a;
2
if S = S 0 [U, V ] then a #S b;
3
if S = S 0 (U, V ) then a "S b.
To a structure that is not in normal form we associate the structural relations obtained
from any of its normal forms. The quadruple (occ S, /S , #S , "S ) is called the relational field
(or simply field ) of S, written fd S. We can abolish the subscripts in /S , .S , #S and "S
when they are not necessary. Given two sets of atom occurrences µ and ⌫, we write µ / ⌫,
µ . ⌫, µ # ⌫ and µ " ⌫ to indicate situations where, for every a in µ and for every b in
⌫, they hold, respectively, a / b, a . b, a # b and a " b. We represent structural relations
between occurrences of atoms by drawing a
b when a / b (and b . a), a
b when
a / b or a . b, a
b when a # b and a
b when a " b. Dashed arrows represent
negations of structural relations.
¯ = (ha; b̄i, [c̄, d]) these relations are determined: a / b̄,
For example, in (hā; bi, (c, d))
a " c̄, a " d, b̄ . a, b̄ " c̄, b̄ " d, c̄ " a, c̄ " b̄, c̄ # d, d " a, d " b̄, d # c̄.
The graphical notation for structural relations will be extensively used in the following: please note that the graphs obtained from structural relations are not the same as the
‘space-time’ ones representing structures!

6= R00 and T 0 6=

;

6= T 00 they hold:

if R = [R0 , R00 ] then { [Q0 , R00 ] | Q0 2 R0 ⌃ T } ✓ R ⌃ T

,

if R = (R0 , R00 ) then { (Q0 , R00 ) | Q0 2 R0 ⌃ T } ✓ R ⌃ T

,

if T = (T 0 , T 00 ) then { (T 0 , Q00 ) | Q00 2 R ⌃ T 00 } ✓ R ⌃ T

.

if T = [T 0 , T 00 ] then { [T 0 , Q00 ] | Q00 2 R ⌃ T 00 } ✓ R ⌃ T

,

I invite the reader to check the examples given above against this new definition of
merge set. Also note the possible use of the unit in Case 3.1.5.2: Given R = hR 0 ; R00 i and
T , the merge set R ⌃ T contains, among others, the structures of the kind hR 0 ⌃ T ; R00 i
and hR0 ; R00 ⌃ T i.
The eﬀect of the condition m2 on Definition 3.1.5 is to put a restriction on the way
we build the merge set of a couple of structures whose external shape is that of a par or
of a copar. Should the condition not be present, Definition 3.1.5
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This is an interesting and unusual paper, which I recommend be
accepted following attention to my comments below---they are
lengthy,
but it is a lengthy paper. The author introduces a new formalism,
called
the 'calculus of structures', and for certain formal systems therein
proves
obviously desirable results analogous to cut-admissibility in
sequent calculus.
A semantic notion 'called 'relational field' is used to motivate the
development
of the primitive rules of the calculi.
The exposition is flavoured with terminology suggestive of atomic
physics,
which helps understanding without falling into the trap of overdoing
the analogy.
The motivation is an extension of multiplicative linear logic with a
simple
non-commutative but self-dual operator, 'seq'; I am not an expert on
the
possible applications of such an idea, but consider the paper to be
(conditionally) acceptable regardless of its applicability.

Result: accepted. First sentence in Roy's in-depth review:
This is an interesting and unusual paper, which I recommend be
accepted following attention to my comments below---they are lengthy,
but it is a lengthy paper.

On balance the exposition is of a high standard; many of the points
below are
just detailed quibbles or suggestions for improved English. The
proofs are clear
and well-structured, with one exception detailed below.
If the Journal's space allowance requires the paper to be
abbreviated, then the
material on relational fields could be removed to another paper with
no
significant effect on the other main results.

line $-9; replace "Except" by "As well as".
Four lines on, you use "then" where the natural English word is
"So".
[This mistake occurs many times.]
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 3
Line 3
maybe the work of Tait should also be mentioned.
Line 5 replace "translating in" by "translating into".
Line 7
replace 'fundamentally different concepts than in'
by
'concepts fundamentally different from those in ...'
"different than" should be "different from", so far as correct
English
is concerned.
American English usage differs from British English usage;
the etymology is from Latin, where (the translation of) 'from'
is the appropriate preposition. Perhaps Americans would say that
they 'differ than' British in this context, but I doubt it.
The US usage is, I guess, a combination of 'different from' and
'other than'; the phrase 'anders als' is the commonest expression
for both in German), and many US settlers were German....
The bad expression occurs many times...
Description of the idea of 'top-down symmetry' isn't clear.
In fact, a clear explanation of what you mean by "top-down" would
help,
since it means one of two contrary things, but one often cannot tell
which.
The phrases "root-first" and "leaf-first" may be useful in this
context.
Emphasise the word "structure" where you say that it is
"an expression intermediate ...".; roughly, this is where it is
defined.

------------------------------------------------------------------Comments to the author

Next line; what is "a normal logical formula"?
Do you mean "an ordinary ..."?

Page 1

What is a "root connective"?
Some special kind of connective, or a connective at a special place?

Abstract
Insert 'therein' after 'achieved'.
Replace 'submitted to' by 'subject to', and 'allow' by 'allowing'.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 2
line 11; what are the ''deep reasons for pomset-like
logics
not to be expressible in the sequent calculus?
Citing [25] is not enough, unless BV is shown equivalent to pomset
logic.

i.e. on the representative of the equivalence class? Surely they
are;
in fact, "occurrence" needs much more careful definition.
Are they positions in a tree? I think not. What ARE they? Note again
the
problem about whether $\overbar{a}$ is a negative atom or the
negation of an
atom.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 10
Line 6
"while manipulating..."; the grammar of this suggests that
there is a
time at which a conservation property manipulates relational
fields....
Line 7
What is a 'sort of a semantics'?
(Anyway, you mean, rather, 'a sort of semantics'.)

Is the containment relation $\subset$ proper?
'they hold' => 'the following hold'. (twice)
Show that the relational field associated to a structure is
independent
of the choice of normal form.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 11
Line 2-3; I am not clear (from reading these two lines)
what this claim about atoms in a
substructure (substructure of what?) says;
e.g. if a and b are such atoms, and aRb, then bRb, so R is
reflexive,
which fits ill with the definition...
The proposition makes it clearer, once one reflects that b and c are
the
'atoms in a substructure' and 'a' is an 'atom surrounding them'.
But it would be even clearer as "given two atom occurrences a and b
in R
and an atom occurrence c in S{}, aRc iff bRc, for each of R = ...".

Line $-1: I agree that the C of S allows to express new logical
systems,
but does it allow the expression of new proof-theoretical
properties,
or is it just that it has them?
"..., allowing the expression of new logical systems,
and having new proof-theoretical properties, ..."
would rephrase it along the lines I think are intended.
Note the extra comma in my version.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 5
You could add to the list of achievements of the paper that there
are some non-trivial results (Context Reduction, Splitting)...
Despite the suggestion on this page, I have not found the graph
representation of structures helpful to my understanding.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 7
Line 6: what does "relations induced by a context" mean?
Maybe this is the place to mention seq structures informally.
2.1.1 I commend the practice, not here observed, of using LaTeX's
facility to add after the word Definition the names of concepts
being defined.
At least you have the terms emphasised; but you can do better!
If $a$ is an atom, and $\overbar{a}$ its negation, is that a
negative atom?
(You are muddling the grammar...)
What are "Structures with a hole"? The notion should be defined
carefully.

What does "parentheses can be equivalently eliminated" mean?
English usage is that there are many kinds of 'brackets':
1.
Round brackets, ( and ), also called 'parentheses'.
2.
Square brackets, [ and ], often called plain 'brackets'
3.
Curly brackets, { and }, also called 'braces',
4.
Angle brackets, < and >,
5.
Double angle brackets, « and », also called 'XXXXX',
6.
...
When you refer to elimination of 'parentheses', you mean the
elimination
not just of parentheses but of all kinds of brackets. Properly, only
the
round brackets are called 'parentheses'.
This confusion occurs below several times.
[It is unfortunate that parentheses were not chosen for the 'par'
connective;
the alliteration would have helped us remember which sort of bracket
is which
logical connective; but now, alas, it is surely too late!]
Definition 2.4; what is this defining?
[Useful convention made easy by LaTeX; say on the first line, in
bold,
what is being defined.]
Is the notion of "a/the normal form of a structure" defined?
[You need it to define flatness.]
If one normal form of a structure contains no seq structures, do
all?
[Yes; just state the result.]

Last paragraph, line 5; insert "to" in "than [to] any other".
Two lines on: "different than in" => "different from that in".

In 2.1.2, "stand" => "stands".

Line $-2, what are 'simple atoms"? Are they just 'atoms"?

Figure 8 appears many pages later; at least say where!
Better still, some simple illustrations here of the notation would
be helpful.

Give an argument for [o,<a;b>] not being a proper par or copar.
Some sort of theorem saying that if one normal form looks so, then
so do others.

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 4
"Relational fields": a poor name for this important concept.

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 8

whether as the possibility of interaction or otherwise.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 12
Definition 2.2.6
Atom occurrences are only defined in the context of a structure.

The sensitivity of structural relations to negation is not something
on
which I, lacking knowledge of their feelings, can agree.

" .... where then flat." => " so, ... are flat".

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 9
2.1.6 Definition; are atom occurrences not dependent on the
representation,

In the [co]merge rule[s], is $R \merge T$ the merge set itself,
(in which case I don't understand the rule)
or just some arbitrary member thereof?
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 24

Delete "to" in "the laws to which Q must obey".
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 16

What does it mean for a structure Q to
'respect all the structural relations...'?

"sort of a" => "approximately a"

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 19

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 17

If 5 is derivable for {1,8} and 7 is derivable for {1,9},
and 1 is derivable for {5,7,8,9},
why does it follow that 1 is derivable for {8,9}?
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 30

Comma after "replace $g\downarrow$' should be a colon.
'amount of interactions' => 'number of interactions'

3.1
Definition of inference rule;
are T and R just structures or do they also contain variables which
can be replaced by structures when the rule is instantiated?

The notion of 'topmost structure in a derivation' is always,
according
to the normal meaning of 'topmost', defined;
but you have a different usage in mind,
according to which a proof has no 'topmost' structure, since it
begins
with an inference without a premiss. You need to define the notions
of
length and premiss etc of derivation rather as follows:
A {\em derivation of length $0$} consists of a single structure;
its {\em premiss} and {\em conclusion} are that structure.
A {\em derivation of length $n > 0$} consists of a chain of
$n$ inference, the conclusion of each being the premiss of the
next;
if the first inference has a premiss, then that is the {\em
premiss}
of the derivation; if the last inference has a conclusion, then
that is
the {\em conclusion} of the derivation

"The corresponding of" ???
'cooling down a structure'; put 'cooling' in quotes!
Last paragraph; the 'structure fragment' is a fragment of what, and
is this
phrase a new one (in which case explain it)?
Similarly for the 'interaction fragment'.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 20

See previous comments about 'top-down' and 'bottom-up'. These two
views are also the 'synthetic' and 'analytic' viewpoint respectively
(see
the Helsinki thesis by Petri Maenpaa).

Omit the first sentence of the definition.

"prevents the validity of " => 'disallows"
3.3.2

"requested" => 'required'; or say 'without $m_2$'.

3.3.5
"cannot .. neither X nor Y" should be "can .. neither X nor Y" or
(equivalently)
"cannot .. either X or Y".
(Double negation is not to be used as an emphatic form of negation!)
3.1.1

it is the atom occurrences of R that have to be in Q, not
just the atoms of R.

Is this notion of immersion not just the standard notion
of being a substructure?
3.1.3
it!

The notion of 'cover' seems to be defined here; emphasise

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 21
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 18

3.3.1

Explain the ideas about interaction more carefully.

Can you give us an intuitive understanding of why the merge operator
is non-associative? The example shows it, but does not help my
understanding.

"it holds T < R" => "T < R holds".
But, '<' is undefined.

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 31
The finiteness argument at the top of the page is one where I would
like to
see more detail; but perhaps that should be in the next paper, on
proof search.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 33
The "derivability of cut" for a system containing atomic cut;
one peculiarity here is that you can show (I think) derivability,
not just admissibility. Maybe this deserves mention.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 36
Line 6, what is 'matter'?

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 23

4.1
'rule'.

In definition of a 'proof', omit first occurrence of

I don't yet have an understanding of the idea of communication,

Line $-5, is this discussion of matter helpful?

5.4, case 4
Separate the two subcases.

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 46

then one can construct one of

As stated, the Context Reduction Theorem and its proof are strange.
Moreover, the version
that was in your mind when you used it to prove 4.1.6 Corollary
(Splitting)
was a bit different; as things stand, your proof f 4.1.6 is faulty,
because
it needs a stronger version of 4.1.5 than is stated.
However, a weaker version of 4.1.6 is easily proved, and that is all
that, I think, you subsequently use.

=> [R,T] is derivable.

A strengthened version of 4.1.5 would say

Nice that the admissibility argument gets rid of bad inferences
in each step rather than
just replacing them by similar inferences of lower rank!
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Transformed in => Transformed into.

Page 48

differences with respect to => differences from (see also p 57)

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 37
At this point, it would be helpful to
about derivability in BV, e.g. (I use
convenience)
*
if one has proofs of R and of T,
<R;T>, and
*
each of (R,T) => <R;T> and <R;T>

Negation not only obeys the usual De Morgan laws; it is involutive.
There is confusion (see above) between whether negation is a
primitive or defined notion; the latter seems preferable, so there
should be no primitive notion of the negation of a structure.
Thus, $\overbar{a}$ is a negative atom but ***not*** a negated atom.

Since 'proper seq' is a noun phrase, you need the word 'context'
several times in the penultimate sentence of the definition;
e.g. say that $S\{ \}$ is a {\em proper seq context}

'at the exception' => 'with the exception'.

2.2.1 Definition

"due to" => "owing to".

In the final sentence, "$S\{\}$ is its context".
Say ".. the context of $R$ therein$, to emphasise
(a) that it is the context of $R$ rather than of $S\{R\}$ and
(b) that it is the context of $R$ in a particular thing,
not just the context of $R$ in general.

"Denoted with" => "Denoted by" (here and many times below)
The stuff in the paragraph 'Consider ...' looks like a definition
of $\downarrow$ as a binary relation. If it is a definition, say so.
Is it the distinctness of $R_i$ and $R_j$ that matters,
or that $i$ and $j$ are distinct?

Paragraph 3, "which observe negation"---what does that mean?
Do you mean 'take account of negation'?

present some simple results
horizontal arrows for

These and similar ideas are used without comment in some of the
proofs below.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 39

Definition Let $S\{ \}$ be a context and U a structure.
Then, U {\em represents} $S\{ \}$ iff
(i)
for all X, one can derive [X,U] ==> S{X}
(ii) the inference rule
S{R}
---[R,U]
is admissible.

Mention in mid-proof, twice, of the 'lemma' is confusing. Which
lemma?
The cases in the proof need better numbering, e.g. there is a
reference
to Case 1.1 but that numbering on the case is only implicit!

Theorem

Reference to use of 4.1.2 should be made where used,
e.g. in "is trivially proved [by 4.1.2]".

In other words, it is like your theorem,
except that my U is independent of R and the provability of S{R}.

The proof style "Given X, consider Y" is a bit terse;
say where the new terms in Y come from, e.g.
'by applying the inductive hypothesis to the proof of the premiss".

I haven't a proof of this (over to you), but if it works it should
be similar to
the proof of 4.1.5, maybe with some admissibility lemmas on the way
(as in more conventional proof theory). If it is not provable, then
how
about a discussion and a counterexample?

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 40
"The following cases exhaust the possibilities"; insert "other"
after "the".
Make the case "A similar argument into a separate subcase. Ditto on
next page.
I have stared long and hard at the last inference on this page:
WHY is it an instance of $q\down$?
I believe you, but some explanation will help the reader.
Perhaps the same applies to a similar step on page 42.

Every context is representable.

Page 47

Give the proof of 4.2.2
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Now you see what I mean by a stronger theorem, note that this is
what
you used in your proof of 4.1.6. You can avoid this by restating
4.1.6 by
moving "there exists S1 and S2" into the two cases.
The strangeness of the proof of 4.1.5 is (e.g. in case 1)
the omission of 'we can find U' but the appearance of "[R,U] is
provable..."
(Note your use (in case 1) of a rule that
if A and B can be proved, so can <A;B>;
this could usefully be stated earlier, with proof.
4.2
Start 'with' admissibility of $q\up$, not "from" it;
the latter suggests you've already shown it!

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 53
Give a reference for the 'known' properties of MLL+mix.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 54

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 55

Is there not still the notion of 'main connective' if we look at
normal forms?

Page 49
In the penultimate line, the tall proof should be displayed for
legibility.
-----------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 56
"our analogous" => "our analogues"

Page 50

define 'beautiful' => call 'beautiful'.

Again, expand a bit on the finiteness argument.

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 58

Most, but not all, cut-free sequent systems have the subformula
property;
see [26] for an example, G4ip.
What do you mean by 'connectives that **split** formulae'?

----------------------------------------------------------------Pages 44-45
Let me put aside all the above trivia;
here is where the paper gets technically interesting.

I don't see the problem in your argument, other than its
informality.
Give a hint.
-----------------------------------------------------------------

What is the 'energy' of a formula?
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 51
Where is the relation '=' on formulae 'defined above'?
I regret the misuse of turnstile "|-" to construct sequents from
multisets
of formulae; it is unnecessary, and Frege's original usage degraded.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 52
Line 1, It appears that the unit is now a "non-unit flat
structure"....

settle down => resolve
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accepted following attention to my comments below---they are
lengthy,
but it is a lengthy paper. The author introduces a new formalism,
called
the 'calculus of structures', and for certain formal systems therein
proves
obviously desirable results analogous to cut-admissibility in
sequent calculus.
A semantic notion 'called 'relational field' is used to motivate the
development
of the primitive rules of the calculi.

Resubmission.

The exposition is flavoured with terminology suggestive of atomic
physics,
which helps understanding without falling into the trap of overdoing
the analogy.
The motivation is an extension of multiplicative linear logic with a
simple
non-commutative but self-dual operator, 'seq'; I am not an expert on
the
possible applications of such an idea, but consider the paper to be
(conditionally) acceptable regardless of its applicability.

Result: accepted. First sentence in Roy's in-depth review:
nonconformist

This is an interesting and unusual paper, which I recommend be
accepted following attention to my comments below---they are lengthy,
but it is a lengthy paper.

On balance the exposition is of a high standard; many of the points
below are
just detailed quibbles or suggestions for improved English. The
proofs are clear
and well-structured, with one exception detailed below.
If the Journal's space allowance requires the paper to be
abbreviated, then the
material on relational fields could be removed to another paper with
no
significant effect on the other main results.

line $-9; replace "Except" by "As well as".
Four lines on, you use "then" where the natural English word is
"So".
[This mistake occurs many times.]
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 3
Line 3
maybe the work of Tait should also be mentioned.
Line 5 replace "translating in" by "translating into".
Line 7
replace 'fundamentally different concepts than in'
by
'concepts fundamentally different from those in ...'
"different than" should be "different from", so far as correct
English
is concerned.
American English usage differs from British English usage;
the etymology is from Latin, where (the translation of) 'from'
is the appropriate preposition. Perhaps Americans would say that
they 'differ than' British in this context, but I doubt it.
The US usage is, I guess, a combination of 'different from' and
'other than'; the phrase 'anders als' is the commonest expression
for both in German), and many US settlers were German....
The bad expression occurs many times...
Description of the idea of 'top-down symmetry' isn't clear.
In fact, a clear explanation of what you mean by "top-down" would
help,
since it means one of two contrary things, but one often cannot tell
which.
The phrases "root-first" and "leaf-first" may be useful in this
context.
Emphasise the word "structure" where you say that it is
"an expression intermediate ...".; roughly, this is where it is
defined.

------------------------------------------------------------------Comments to the author

Next line; what is "a normal logical formula"?
Do you mean "an ordinary ..."?

Page 1

What is a "root connective"?
Some special kind of connective, or a connective at a special place?

Abstract
Insert 'therein' after 'achieved'.
Replace 'submitted to' by 'subject to', and 'allow' by 'allowing'.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 2
line 11; what are the ''deep reasons for pomset-like
logics
not to be expressible in the sequent calculus?
Citing [25] is not enough, unless BV is shown equivalent to pomset
logic.

i.e. on the representative of the equivalence class? Surely they
are;
in fact, "occurrence" needs much more careful definition.
Are they positions in a tree? I think not. What ARE they? Note again
the
problem about whether $\overbar{a}$ is a negative atom or the
negation of an
atom.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 10
Line 6
"while manipulating..."; the grammar of this suggests that
there is a
time at which a conservation property manipulates relational
fields....
Line 7
What is a 'sort of a semantics'?
(Anyway, you mean, rather, 'a sort of semantics'.)

Is the containment relation $\subset$ proper?
'they hold' => 'the following hold'. (twice)
Show that the relational field associated to a structure is
independent
of the choice of normal form.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 11
Line 2-3; I am not clear (from reading these two lines)
what this claim about atoms in a
substructure (substructure of what?) says;
e.g. if a and b are such atoms, and aRb, then bRb, so R is
reflexive,
which fits ill with the definition...
The proposition makes it clearer, once one reflects that b and c are
the
'atoms in a substructure' and 'a' is an 'atom surrounding them'.
But it would be even clearer as "given two atom occurrences a and b
in R
and an atom occurrence c in S{}, aRc iff bRc, for each of R = ...".

Line $-1: I agree that the C of S allows to express new logical
systems,
but does it allow the expression of new proof-theoretical
properties,
or is it just that it has them?
"..., allowing the expression of new logical systems,
and having new proof-theoretical properties, ..."
would rephrase it along the lines I think are intended.
Note the extra comma in my version.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 5
You could add to the list of achievements of the paper that there
are some non-trivial results (Context Reduction, Splitting)...
Despite the suggestion on this page, I have not found the graph
representation of structures helpful to my understanding.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 7
Line 6: what does "relations induced by a context" mean?
Maybe this is the place to mention seq structures informally.
2.1.1 I commend the practice, not here observed, of using LaTeX's
facility to add after the word Definition the names of concepts
being defined.
At least you have the terms emphasised; but you can do better!
If $a$ is an atom, and $\overbar{a}$ its negation, is that a
negative atom?
(You are muddling the grammar...)
What are "Structures with a hole"? The notion should be defined
carefully.

What does "parentheses can be equivalently eliminated" mean?
English usage is that there are many kinds of 'brackets':
1.
Round brackets, ( and ), also called 'parentheses'.
2.
Square brackets, [ and ], often called plain 'brackets'
3.
Curly brackets, { and }, also called 'braces',
4.
Angle brackets, < and >,
5.
Double angle brackets, « and », also called 'XXXXX',
6.
...
When you refer to elimination of 'parentheses', you mean the
elimination
not just of parentheses but of all kinds of brackets. Properly, only
the
round brackets are called 'parentheses'.
This confusion occurs below several times.
[It is unfortunate that parentheses were not chosen for the 'par'
connective;
the alliteration would have helped us remember which sort of bracket
is which
logical connective; but now, alas, it is surely too late!]
Definition 2.4; what is this defining?
[Useful convention made easy by LaTeX; say on the first line, in
bold,
what is being defined.]
Is the notion of "a/the normal form of a structure" defined?
[You need it to define flatness.]
If one normal form of a structure contains no seq structures, do
all?
[Yes; just state the result.]

Last paragraph, line 5; insert "to" in "than [to] any other".
Two lines on: "different than in" => "different from that in".

In 2.1.2, "stand" => "stands".

Line $-2, what are 'simple atoms"? Are they just 'atoms"?

Figure 8 appears many pages later; at least say where!
Better still, some simple illustrations here of the notation would
be helpful.

Give an argument for [o,<a;b>] not being a proper par or copar.
Some sort of theorem saying that if one normal form looks so, then
so do others.

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 4
"Relational fields": a poor name for this important concept.

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 8

whether as the possibility of interaction or otherwise.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 12
Definition 2.2.6
Atom occurrences are only defined in the context of a structure.

The sensitivity of structural relations to negation is not something
on
which I, lacking knowledge of their feelings, can agree.

" .... where then flat." => " so, ... are flat".

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 9
2.1.6 Definition; are atom occurrences not dependent on the
representation,

In the [co]merge rule[s], is $R \merge T$ the merge set itself,
(in which case I don't understand the rule)
or just some arbitrary member thereof?
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 24

Delete "to" in "the laws to which Q must obey".
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 16

What does it mean for a structure Q to
'respect all the structural relations...'?

"sort of a" => "approximately a"

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 19

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 17

If 5 is derivable for {1,8} and 7 is derivable for {1,9},
and 1 is derivable for {5,7,8,9},
why does it follow that 1 is derivable for {8,9}?
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 30

Comma after "replace $g\downarrow$' should be a colon.
'amount of interactions' => 'number of interactions'

3.1
Definition of inference rule;
are T and R just structures or do they also contain variables which
can be replaced by structures when the rule is instantiated?

The notion of 'topmost structure in a derivation' is always,
according
to the normal meaning of 'topmost', defined;
but you have a different usage in mind,
according to which a proof has no 'topmost' structure, since it
begins
with an inference without a premiss. You need to define the notions
of
length and premiss etc of derivation rather as follows:
A {\em derivation of length $0$} consists of a single structure;
its {\em premiss} and {\em conclusion} are that structure.
A {\em derivation of length $n > 0$} consists of a chain of
$n$ inference, the conclusion of each being the premiss of the
next;
if the first inference has a premiss, then that is the {\em
premiss}
of the derivation; if the last inference has a conclusion, then
that is
the {\em conclusion} of the derivation

"The corresponding of" ???
'cooling down a structure'; put 'cooling' in quotes!
Last paragraph; the 'structure fragment' is a fragment of what, and
is this
phrase a new one (in which case explain it)?
Similarly for the 'interaction fragment'.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 20

See previous comments about 'top-down' and 'bottom-up'. These two
views are also the 'synthetic' and 'analytic' viewpoint respectively
(see
the Helsinki thesis by Petri Maenpaa).

Omit the first sentence of the definition.

"prevents the validity of " => 'disallows"
3.3.2

"requested" => 'required'; or say 'without $m_2$'.

3.3.5
"cannot .. neither X nor Y" should be "can .. neither X nor Y" or
(equivalently)
"cannot .. either X or Y".
(Double negation is not to be used as an emphatic form of negation!)
3.1.1

it is the atom occurrences of R that have to be in Q, not
just the atoms of R.

Is this notion of immersion not just the standard notion
of being a substructure?
3.1.3
it!

The notion of 'cover' seems to be defined here; emphasise

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 21
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 18

3.3.1

Explain the ideas about interaction more carefully.

Can you give us an intuitive understanding of why the merge operator
is non-associative? The example shows it, but does not help my
understanding.

"it holds T < R" => "T < R holds".
But, '<' is undefined.

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 31
The finiteness argument at the top of the page is one where I would
like to
see more detail; but perhaps that should be in the next paper, on
proof search.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 33
The "derivability of cut" for a system containing atomic cut;
one peculiarity here is that you can show (I think) derivability,
not just admissibility. Maybe this deserves mention.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 36
Line 6, what is 'matter'?

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 23

4.1
'rule'.

In definition of a 'proof', omit first occurrence of

I don't yet have an understanding of the idea of communication,

Line $-5, is this discussion of matter helpful?

5.4, case 4
Separate the two subcases.

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 46

then one can construct one of

As stated, the Context Reduction Theorem and its proof are strange.
Moreover, the version
that was in your mind when you used it to prove 4.1.6 Corollary
(Splitting)
was a bit different; as things stand, your proof f 4.1.6 is faulty,
because
it needs a stronger version of 4.1.5 than is stated.
However, a weaker version of 4.1.6 is easily proved, and that is all
that, I think, you subsequently use.

=> [R,T] is derivable.

A strengthened version of 4.1.5 would say

Nice that the admissibility argument gets rid of bad inferences
in each step rather than
just replacing them by similar inferences of lower rank!
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Transformed in => Transformed into.

Page 48

differences with respect to => differences from (see also p 57)

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 37
At this point, it would be helpful to
about derivability in BV, e.g. (I use
convenience)
*
if one has proofs of R and of T,
<R;T>, and
*
each of (R,T) => <R;T> and <R;T>

Negation not only obeys the usual De Morgan laws; it is involutive.
There is confusion (see above) between whether negation is a
primitive or defined notion; the latter seems preferable, so there
should be no primitive notion of the negation of a structure.
Thus, $\overbar{a}$ is a negative atom but ***not*** a negated atom.

Since 'proper seq' is a noun phrase, you need the word 'context'
several times in the penultimate sentence of the definition;
e.g. say that $S\{ \}$ is a {\em proper seq context}

'at the exception' => 'with the exception'.

2.2.1 Definition

"due to" => "owing to".

In the final sentence, "$S\{\}$ is its context".
Say ".. the context of $R$ therein$, to emphasise
(a) that it is the context of $R$ rather than of $S\{R\}$ and
(b) that it is the context of $R$ in a particular thing,
not just the context of $R$ in general.

"Denoted with" => "Denoted by" (here and many times below)
The stuff in the paragraph 'Consider ...' looks like a definition
of $\downarrow$ as a binary relation. If it is a definition, say so.
Is it the distinctness of $R_i$ and $R_j$ that matters,
or that $i$ and $j$ are distinct?

Paragraph 3, "which observe negation"---what does that mean?
Do you mean 'take account of negation'?

present some simple results
horizontal arrows for

These and similar ideas are used without comment in some of the
proofs below.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 39

Definition Let $S\{ \}$ be a context and U a structure.
Then, U {\em represents} $S\{ \}$ iff
(i)
for all X, one can derive [X,U] ==> S{X}
(ii) the inference rule
S{R}
---[R,U]
is admissible.

Mention in mid-proof, twice, of the 'lemma' is confusing. Which
lemma?
The cases in the proof need better numbering, e.g. there is a
reference
to Case 1.1 but that numbering on the case is only implicit!

Theorem

Reference to use of 4.1.2 should be made where used,
e.g. in "is trivially proved [by 4.1.2]".

In other words, it is like your theorem,
except that my U is independent of R and the provability of S{R}.

The proof style "Given X, consider Y" is a bit terse;
say where the new terms in Y come from, e.g.
'by applying the inductive hypothesis to the proof of the premiss".

I haven't a proof of this (over to you), but if it works it should
be similar to
the proof of 4.1.5, maybe with some admissibility lemmas on the way
(as in more conventional proof theory). If it is not provable, then
how
about a discussion and a counterexample?

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 40
"The following cases exhaust the possibilities"; insert "other"
after "the".
Make the case "A similar argument into a separate subcase. Ditto on
next page.
I have stared long and hard at the last inference on this page:
WHY is it an instance of $q\down$?
I believe you, but some explanation will help the reader.
Perhaps the same applies to a similar step on page 42.

Every context is representable.

Page 47

Give the proof of 4.2.2
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Now you see what I mean by a stronger theorem, note that this is
what
you used in your proof of 4.1.6. You can avoid this by restating
4.1.6 by
moving "there exists S1 and S2" into the two cases.
The strangeness of the proof of 4.1.5 is (e.g. in case 1)
the omission of 'we can find U' but the appearance of "[R,U] is
provable..."
(Note your use (in case 1) of a rule that
if A and B can be proved, so can <A;B>;
this could usefully be stated earlier, with proof.
4.2
Start 'with' admissibility of $q\up$, not "from" it;
the latter suggests you've already shown it!

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 53
Give a reference for the 'known' properties of MLL+mix.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 54

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 55

Is there not still the notion of 'main connective' if we look at
normal forms?

Page 49
In the penultimate line, the tall proof should be displayed for
legibility.
-----------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 56
"our analogous" => "our analogues"

Page 50

define 'beautiful' => call 'beautiful'.

Again, expand a bit on the finiteness argument.

----------------------------------------------------------------Page 58

Most, but not all, cut-free sequent systems have the subformula
property;
see [26] for an example, G4ip.
What do you mean by 'connectives that **split** formulae'?

----------------------------------------------------------------Pages 44-45
Let me put aside all the above trivia;
here is where the paper gets technically interesting.

I don't see the problem in your argument, other than its
informality.
Give a hint.
-----------------------------------------------------------------

What is the 'energy' of a formula?
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 51
Where is the relation '=' on formulae 'defined above'?
I regret the misuse of turnstile "|-" to construct sequents from
multisets
of formulae; it is unnecessary, and Frege's original usage degraded.
----------------------------------------------------------------Page 52
Line 1, It appears that the unit is now a "non-unit flat
structure"....

settle down => resolve
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